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six six SEX!!!Okay, now that I have your attention, I want to present to you this little eBook about
a number commingling three naughty little digits.666 has fascinated, terrified and obsessed New
Testament prophets, bible bashers, old-time religious end timers, and a pope-pourri of pontiffs
for two thousand years. It’s been the Voldemort of numbers—that which cannot be named in
decent company—from the Holy Land all the way to Hollywood. Arnold Schwarzenegger on the
eve of the millennium’s turning got his glocks off, sick-six-sexy with the purported number of the
Beast of Revelation in his film End of Days.I also yelled SEX in print because it’s time to lighten
up about this trio of sixes. They get in a lot of trouble and unfairly stand alone for the most
demonic number in the world, even though they have company.666 isn’t the only number of the
Beast out there. The oldest surviving fragment of St. John’s Book of Revelation, found in Egypt in
the 1990s, proves there’s more than one number upping the Anti-Christ, applying the numerical
values of Greek and Hebrew letters to spell out the name of the Beast in The Book of Revelation,
Chapter 13—Friday the Thirteenth, Jason style.The title of my book is both outright and an
outrageous homage to that other sinful number we all think about, but are too afraid to ask on a
date—sex. A study out of Ohio State University from 2013 calculates that men think about sex
once every 1.26 hours—that is 19 devilishly horn-doggie thoughts a day. Women think of food far
more often, clocking “incubus my succubus, buster” ruminations only 10 times a day.No one
knows how often Christians think about 666, but I digress…David R. Reuben came up with a
brilliant idea in 1969 to author an enlightening and entertaining book called Everything You
Always Wanted to Know About Sex, but Were Afraid to Ask. Then Woody Allen immortalized it in
the hilarious film by the same name released in 1972.Now, I’m not trying to pull Woody away
from blowing his clarinet with the boys at the Cafe Carlyle on Mondays to make us a Sunday
School feature film. All seriousness aside, I do think it’s high, holy time all of us with an interest in
comparative prophecy study “get down,” grin, and bare all the things we’re afraid to ask about
666.So reach out and touch some Kindle Reader and enjoy a quickie—I mean, read this quick
and informative, funny eBook all about those devil-made-me-do-it-digits.“I have known John
Hogue for fifteen years, during which time he has appeared on my radio program many, many
times. Every year, he predicts on the program in the first quarter and we ‘hold his feet to the fire’
during the summer. And every year, he proves to be fireproof. He’s accurate. Uncannily
accurate.”—Whitley Strieber, author of “Communion” and “The Coming Global Superstorm” with
Art BellJohn Hogue is author of 600 articles and 34 published books (1,170,000 copies sold)
spanning 20 languages. He has predicted the winner of every US Presidential Election since
1968, giving him a remarkable 12 and 0 batting average. Hogue is a world-renowned expert on
the prophecies of Nostradamus and other prophetic traditions. He claims to focus on interpreting
the world’s ancient-to-modern prophets and prophecies with fresh eyes, seeking to connect
readers with the shared and collective visions of terror, wonder and revelation about the future in
a conversational narrative style. Hogue says the future is a temporal echo of actions initiated



today. He strives to take readers “back to the present” empowering them to create a better
destiny through accessing the untapped potentials of free will and meditation.
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Holy Land all the way to Hollywood. Arnold Schwarzenegger on the eve of the millennium’s
turning got his glocks off, sick-six-sexy with the purported number of the Beast of Revelation in
his film End of Days.I also yelled SEX in print because it’s time to lighten up about this trio of
sixes. They get in a lot of trouble and unfairly stand alone for the most demonic number in the
world, even though they have company.666 isn’t the only number of the Beast out there. The
oldest surviving fragment of St. John’s Book of Revelation, found in Egypt in the 1990s, proves
there’s more than one number upping the Anti-Christ, applying the numerical values of Greek
and Hebrew letters to spell out the name of the Beast in The Book of Revelation, Chapter 13—
Friday the Thirteenth, Jason style.The title of my book is both outright and an outrageous
homage to that other sinful number we all think about, but are too afraid to ask on a date—sex. A
study out of Ohio State University from 2013 calculates that men think about sex once every
1.26 hours—that is 19 devilishly horn-doggie thoughts a day. Women think of food far more
often, clocking “incubus my succubus, buster” ruminations only 10 times a day.No one knows
how often Christians think about 666, but I digress…David R. Reuben came up with a brilliant
idea in 1969 to author an enlightening and entertaining book called Everything You Always
Wanted to Know About Sex But Were Afraid to Ask. Then Woody Allen immortalized it in the
hilarious film by the same name released in 1972.Now, I’m not trying to pull Woody away from
blowing his clarinet with the boys at the Cafe Carlyle on Mondays to make us a Sunday school
feature film. All seriousness aside, I do think it’s high, holy time all of us with an interest in
comparative prophecy study “get down,” grin, and bare all the things we’re afraid to ask about
666.So reach out and touch some Kindle Reader and enjoy a quickie—I mean, read this quick
and informative, funny eBook all about those devil-made-me-do-it-digits.INTRODUCTIONThe
Beast of MisunderstandingMy deep and often whimsical study of begging-to-be-scary 666
began in earnest when I left Seattle and went island hopping for a home in the Puget Sound, 14
years ago. Once I found an appropriate oceanside town where I could fit in with the other village
misfits, I marched into the local post office to obtain a P.O. box number and asked what was
available. The lanky postmistress said brightly, “We are all out of boxes.”Then she drew nearer
and grinned mischievously, “But we always have 666 available.”I laughed and said, “Why
not?”What a cosmic joke. Snail your mail to the prophecy scholar at the genre’s most notorious
number. It makes sense. I’m a “Rogue” scholar of prophecy. An impudent mainland tradition is
serendipitously sustained in the islands. The number 666 in my address continues the streak of
posting your cards, donations and letters to naughty or so-called unlucky numbers.For instance,
I spent many happy years in Seattle living on “13th” Avenue. I proudly licked and stuck that
tredecim banner on envelopes and manila manuscript packages mindful of its numeric virtues.
Why be afraid of America’s number? (Yes, I know America is running many “numbers” these
days but that’s another subject. Let’s stick with the numeric nuptial of one in count-coitus with
three.) There’s thirteen stars and thirteen stripes in the original flag of the American Revolution.
America was born on the Fourth of July in 1776 with its sun sign, its most powerful aspect, 13-
degrees Cancer.If America is the country the bible built, think about Jesus. He has 12 disciples.



Twelve plus Christ equals 13, the “master” number. Thirteen stands for the Christian Messiah.
Not bad for Good Friday’s “13th” put at “cross” purposes on Calvary Hill.I celebrated and
defended the number 13 for eleven years living in Seattle. Now let’s see what hidden virtue can
be had sticking 666 on lick’um address tags. So much fear and abuse has been dumped on
poor 666. We have rendered it a nigger number of discrimination. We profile it as beastly
whenever it appears in computations. It’s the schwartze hiding in the calculator, the black
pickaninny number of nappy-headed numerals. It counts the black “anti” in “anti-Christ” set
against the snobbery of the pure, white and good KKK-Christ of our holier than thou numeric
values, such as 777 or 888 or 999.Look how the nines are laughing at 666:Ha-haha!
<<-999Keeping 666 oppressed as a second-class number is so un-American!Aren’t all numbers
created, equal something?Can we tolerate digital discrimination?Well I can’t. That’s why I
proudly support my black brother of numbers and all those who snail their mail my way must
also place him upon their envelopes with respect. We shall overcome!Six-six-six is a wonderful
number and an important talking point. It gives us an opportunity to understand how hell sneaks
into our lives through projections we learn from others. For instance, most people trained from
birth with a Judeo-Christian bias see 666 as the number of the Antichrist and recoil. Yet how
many of you recoil at 616?You should.Anyway, I love to shake the boxed-in-thinking of dogmatic
and superstitious minds, because unless people think outside their hamburger boxes of meat-
headed, condition-reflexive opinions, there will be no end to past history’s miseries being
programmed to repeat themselves in our future. Fresh minds make fresh Bloomsdays. If a new
humanity is to flower, the dogmatic, conditioned mind in all of us must be playfully shaken up—
frequently—so the soul can bounce out of boxed minds—like a Jack-in-the-box—free of
limitations.Using the number of the beast immediately exposes the dogmatically challenged and
the naysayers in this divine comedy. It instantly reveals who has a wicked sense of six-sixty-sick
humor.Happily, most of the time my P.O. Box number makes people laugh, including my brother,
a devout Christian.On rare occasions when I’m giving out my address I’ve seen righteous
retailers freeze in their tracks, go pale and even stop copying my address on paper or key pad
as if padding or scribbling the number signed their doom.That rare religiously rabid retailer
staring at me askance in a moment of 666 catatonia beholds my best attempt at making a face
like an innocent puppy-dog that just tore down the drapes and chewed them. I coo gently that it
is only a harmless number. I ask them to have pity and pray for me. It’s the post office’s fault.
They made me do it, not the devil.It is good to be reminded by the few fanatics out there that we
all have dogma pushed on us from birth onwards burdening our suppressed spontaneous
intelligence. Post Office Box 666 gives me the chance to share an insight. It isn’t the number that
makes one afraid; it is the projection of fear programmed in an indoctrinated mind. Why not
shiver at 667? Why not quake at 665?Nevertheless, you really should be very afraid of 616.I
doubt most of you reading this feel the slightest tug of tummy-turn about it, yet it stands for
somebody even worse than the beast of 666.St. John of Patmos, who channeled his Book of
Revelation via some angelic intermediary to Christ while incarcerated in a cave on the Greek



Island of Patmos, divulges to all believers and disbelievers in his apocalyptic prophecies clear
hints how he wanted 666, or the earlier number 616, decoded.All translations in English of
Revelation are taken from the Oxford Study Edition of the New English Bible. In Chapter 13,
(what a lucky number!) verse 18 of The Book of Revelation, he writes:Here is the key; and
anyone who has intelligence may work out the number of the beast. The number represents a
man’s name, and the numerical value of its letters is 666. (616, if you rely on earlier surviving
editions of this passage.)Before the Arabs created numbers, letters in ancient alphabets
possessed numeric values. St. John composed his end-time rants in Ancient Greek. The Greek
letters adding up to the numerical value of 666 spell out Neron Kaisar (Nero Caesar).Well pat my
Preternist popo! The fearful 666 represents a future anti-Christian beast, an Emperor of Rome,
dead for nearly 2,000 years.That brings me back to ask why people don’t cross themselves and
wash their fingers with holy water after they typed or scribbled the number 616.We can thank
biblical scholars of Oxford University for the discrepancy when in the 1990s they translated third-
century Greek copies of the Book of Revelation. 616 names St. John’s Beast from Greek letters
spelling out the numerical value of one of Nero’s predecessors: Kaligula Kaisar (Caligula
Caesar).He is Nero’s far more insane antecedent, Emperor Caligula (assassinated in 41 c.e.)
who ordered his own statue, decked out as the Roman God Jupiter, placed on sacred ground in
Herod’s Temple in Jerusalem. This blasphemy inspired St. John in the third-century edition of
Revelation to predict the fall of Rome.Why did 666 appear in surviving later editions? Some
theologians and scholars try to second-guess St. John’s motives saying that wicked Caligula
and Nero are mere models—metaphors for the real Beast to come in our near future. To press
that idea you have to overlook key references from St. John’s written text vigorously and often
Facebook-poking us to think his “near” future.He intended either his contemporary Roman
Emperor Nero, or his near contemporary Emperor Caligula to be the Beast. Therefore, the Book
of Revelation has NOTHING to do with our future.The numbers 616 and 666 could expose all of
today’s evangelical doomsayers from Hal Lindsey, LaHaye, John Hagee to Pat Robertson as
servants of the true beast: the Beast of Misunderstanding. In service of that anti-Christ, all of
their interpretations about the future based on prophecies in the Book of Revelation are false-
flag doomsdays.So please, be kind to your numbers. Always remember, 666 is just 999 rolling
on his head laughing at our silly projections.CHAPTER ONE666: It’s all Greek to MeOver the
years what I’ve written about 666 has inspired so much interesting feedback, I want to share
some of these comments, questions and my answers. For privacy’s sake, and to protect the
guilty, I’ll keep the entries on a first name basis.FREDI do not think 666 is inherently evil. I would
imagine that other names besides Nero Kaisar could also add up to 666.
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Ray F, “Understanding and Fun with the Number of the Beast. John Hogue has always been
something of an iconoclast, and in Everything You Always Wanted to Know About 666 but Were
Afraid to Ask, the icon he blasts is the very Number of the Beast as noted in the biblical Book of
Revelation—666 (or 616 depending upon the calculation of Greek letters-to-numbers pulled
from which ancient manuscript).Actually, Mr. Hogue is not blasting the “Number of the Beast”
idea itself, but rather the fearful superstition assigned to that number from shoddy interpretations
of St. John’s writing. In this little book, he tells us to “lighten up” about this number. It’s just a
number. We take it way too seriously out of our religious biases and unfounded beliefs. He likens
it to the hypocritical stigma attached to public talk of sex, prior to David Reuben’s pivotal book
put out in the rebellious 1960’s, Everything You Always Wanted to Know About Sex But Were
Afraid to Ask (hence, this book’s title).Mr. Reuben’s book pointed out the obvious hypocrisies of
our attitudes about sex, and Mr. Hogue takes a similar tack by showing that “666” is an
association with evil that is made more from superstition than scholarly research. He says:"It
isn’t the number that makes one afraid; it is the projection of fear programmed in an
indoctrinated mind."And he goes on to quote Revelation chapter 13 verse 18:"Here is the key;
and anyone who has intelligence may work out the number of the beast. The number represents
a man’s name, and the numerical value of its letters is 666." (616, if you rely on earlier surviving
editions of this passage.)Indeed, if you check the New Oxford Annotated Bible Revised
Standard Version commentary on page 1505 (1973 edition), you’ll find a note on this verse that
says:"Of countless explanations, the most probable is Neron Caesar (in Hebrew letters), which,
if spelled without the final n, also accounts for the variant reading, 616."Interestingly, the other
versions of the Bible I checked (1972 Thomas Nelson edition of the King James version, and the
1976 Broadman Press edition of The Good News Bible) didn’t make that point. That may say
something about belief vs scholarship.Mr. Hogue makes his point that 666 could just as easily
have been translated 616. But it wasn’t, at least in popular Bibles, and so “the Word of God” says
the number is 666.Now there are implications of the Number being 616 that Mr. Hogue goes into
and supports with other passages from Revelation. I had actually made note of these
implications myself in my youthful days of faith, but chose to ignore them. I see that dynamic in
effect all around me every day and I think this book is Mr. Hogue’s attempt to shine a light on it.In
shining that light, Mr. Hogue makes an assertion as to what the book of Revelation is NOT about
(around location 149 in the ebook), and that, I think, is the profound message of this book.Mr.
Hogue quotes Nietzsche, in full, on the “God is dead” idea. I’m not sure I agree with what
Nietzsche is saying here (or anywhere else) but Mr. Hogues offers an interesting commentary on
it that he punctuates with quotes from Osho (whom I find more agreeable). This is the weighter
side of this book that balances the lighter parts.And it is with a lighter part that Mr. Hogue ends
his book. In his trademark lightness of being for a serious subject, he gives us a version of The
Twelve Days of Christmas that is filtered through the traditional interpretation of the Book of



Revelation. It’s clever and funny, and (if you can keep an open mind) enlightening.Everything You
Always Wanted to Know about 666 but were Afraid to Ask is fun and educational. You can learn
about the origins of 666, why it’s considered an “evil” number, and why you might want to
reconsider that viewpoint. Mr. Hogue is well educated in considering and reconsidering such
subjects, and provides a good pivot point for the seeker who is looking for the reality behind
such cultural icons. A book like this, that is fun-loving even as it provides introspection of a
serious subject, can help those so-seeking.Give it a try.”

Marc Costillo, “JOHN HOGUE DOES IT AGAIN! A MUST READ! ANOTHER FANTASTIC
LITERARY WORK!. IN THIS BOOK BY JOHN HOGUE HE SHOWS HIS COMEDIC SIDE AND
IT IS A WONDERFUL WORK AS IS ALL OF JOHN HOGUES WORKS. THIS ONE PUTS A
SPIN ON THINGS ALONG WITH A CHUCKLE OR TWO ABOUT THE DREADED NUMBER
666 WE ALL HAVE BEEN PROGRAMMED AND INDOCTRINATED INTO BELEIVING IS
ABSOLUTE EVIL. A MUST READ BY ANYONE WANTING TO KNOW THE ORIGIN OF THE
NUMBER 666 AND THE HISTORY THAT COMES WITH IT. READ WITH AN OPEN MIND AND
PLEASE DONT JUDGE JOHN HOGUE LIKE MOST "CHRISTIAN" PEOPLE SEEM TO DO. IN
NO WAY IN THIS BOOK IS JOHN POKING OR MAKING FUN OF ANYONES RELIGION OR
BELIEFS. SO DONT JUMP THE GUN BEFORE YOU FINISH READING IT. HAVE AN OPEN
MIND AND DECIDE THINGS FOR YOURSELF. AND BY ALL MEANS THINK OUTSIDE THE
BOX WE ALL PUT OURSELVES INTO. NOONE PUTS US INSIDE THIS "BOX" OF
UNCONSCIOUS THINKING BUT OURSELVES. A FANTASTIC READ AND YOU GET TO SEE
JOHN HOGUES FUNNY SIDE!”

Ryan J. Persad, “An interesting and humorous review of the 666 phenomena. Another interesting
book by our favorite "rogue"scholar John Hogue. This time he explains the 666 antichrist
phenomenon with a humorous twist.Although books dealing with such subject matter almost
always have a brooding and sinister feel to it, the humor in this book actually add to its appeal .I
have never been disappointed by this author and this book is the latest in a series of very
fascinating books dealing with prophecy and current world events by him.”

Murray H, “666 PUT IN ITS PLACE. This book is so much fun.John Hogue goes rogue
numerologist - and delivers a fascinating biography of 666.The devil’s number gets taken down a
peg or two - with much mirth and hilarity.666 has been excoriated for centuries, Hogue sets the
matter straight and a new PR profile emerges.This is a wonderful romp through history - Roman
emperors, magic mushroom eating troglodytes, ex presidents, Nostradamus himself,
paedophile priests, earthquakes and army snipers, secret crypts in the Vatican …Once again
John Hogue’s work leaves one richer for the experience.”

Linda, “Good book..... I love reading what John Hogue writes. Trust me...he researches



everything..plus he has a personal opinion that I value....Dont stop John writing John.....love you
attitude....and truth....”

Gregory Manoni, “Made Me Laugh out Loud.... John Hogue offers a humorous and irreverent
take on the number of the Beast, providing a wealth of little known facts relating to the origin of
this number, as well as numerous fascinating historical anecdotes.”

RoboticRum, “Insightful and funny!. Lays to rest all the silly myths associated with the number
666. Lots of good history mixed with surprising humor!”

Chris, “that was a lot of fun as well as being informative around the whole 666 .... Thanks John,
that was a lot of fun as well as being informative around the whole 666 thing. A great and
educational read well worth the tiny cost.”

The book by John Hogue has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 12 people have provided feedback.
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